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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK

Welcome to Wright State University Magazine.
You may have noticed that we have adopted a
new name and design. Community Magazine served
the university well for many years, but Wright State
University Magazine instantly identifies who we are and
further reinforces the Wright State brand.
With our new name and look comes a new focus—a
more in-depth reporting magazine about students,
faculty, and staff who make Wright State the innovative
university it is today. We will keep you informed of all of
the great things happening at Wright State, to help you
feel more connected to campus and the many exciting
initiatives under way. We’ll also keep you up-to-date
on our latest partnerships with business, government,
and industry to promote economic development and
enhance the quality of life in our region.
One recent development we’re proud to share in
this issue is the creation of Wright State’s Independent
Scholars Network. Believed to be the only program of
its kind in Ohio, it provides a fresh start for students
coming directly out of foster care to Wright State.
As you learn more about this unusual program by
reading our cover story, you will also meet Adrian
McLemore. A young man with a troubled past,
Adrian has overcome the challenges of growing up
in a string of foster homes to become a dedicated
student, a nationally recognized advocate, a loving
surrogate father to his niece and nephew, and a person
determined to make a difference in the lives of
other foster children.
Adrian’s journey will inspire you, as will the stories
of other students, faculty, and alumni who are changing
lives around the world.
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Warmest regards from campus,

David R. Hopkins
President
Wright State University

COVER STORY

stormy
childhoods,
sunny
futures
Wright State
opens its doors
and heart to
foster students
By Jim Hannah

Growing up was a
rocky road for Adrian
McLemore. His mother
and father divorced. He
fought with his parents
and teachers. He ran
away from home a lot.
And then there was the
string of foster homes...
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COVER STORY
By the time McLemore emancipated
from foster care at age 18, he was left largely
on his own to navigate and survive in an
unfamiliar and unforgiving world.
Today, the 25-year-old McLemore is
preparing to graduate from Wright State
University in political science and readying
himself to launch a career in public service.
He spent two years raising his 2-yearold nephew and 4-year-old niece, tutors
students at Dunbar High School in Dayton,
and is helping develop an innovative
program at Wright State to nurture,
educate, and graduate emancipated foster
students like himself.
A low percentage of the nation’s
emancipated foster youth graduate from
college, and they experience a greater rate
of homelessness and joblessness as a result
of their lack of preparation to face the
challenges of the world.
Wright State officials believe their
new Independent Scholars Network—
which provides foster students with a
living and learning community, lifeskills enhancement, opportunities for

From his first
day at Wright
State, McLemore
realized that
college for
someone
with a foster
background was
going to be a
challenge.
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employment, and a higher education
experience—just might be the answer.
“It breaks the cycle of poverty, limited
education, and the cycle of minimized
opportunity for these students,” said
Sonseeahray Ross, former graduate
assistant, Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs. “It transforms and
changes lives, but it also gives hope.”
Each year, more than 1,000 youths
age out of foster care in Ohio. While a
few universities around the country have
similar foster student programs—including
the University of Alabama, Central Florida,
and Texas-El Paso—Wright State’s program
is the only one of its kind in Ohio.
“This is an extremely wonderful and
unique program,” said Crystal Ward Allen,
executive director of the Public Children
Services Association of Ohio, a nonprofit
membership organization for each of the
county’s child welfare agencies. “No other
campus in Ohio I am aware of has the same
type of setup. It’s tremendous.”
Ross said many foster students
arriving at college have moved multiple
times in their lives, resulting in a
fragmented academic experience. They
may also not have had opportunities to
practice life skills such as cooking and
housekeeping and may have had limited
social interactions.
“Now they’re forced to engage and
interact with people from diverse
backgrounds, from diverse cultures, from
diverse life experiences,” Ross said. “It’s
very scary for them because it’s all new.
They’ve stepped into a new big world, one
where they know no one.”

McLemore said foster care took a toll
on him.
“I didn’t like changing homes. I didn’t
like some of my foster siblings. I didn’t like
some of my foster parents,” he said. “It’s
just a really, really, really tough system.”
McLemore described himself as
mouthy, sarcastic, and constantly
challenging authority. He said his anger
was further fueled by his mother placing
him in foster care, separating him from his
two sisters.
“That was a traumatic experience
because I felt like she didn’t want me,”
he said.
Teachers and caseworkers saw promise
in McLemore, telling him he was smart
and needed to focus his energies on the
positive. Embarrassed one day at school
because he was wearing dirty clothes that
smelled, McLemore began wearing coats
and ties. It’s a practice that filled him with
confidence and continues to this day.
McLemore’s high school principal took
him under his wing, teaching him how
to be a leader. McLemore learned to put
others before himself, how to get to the
root of people’s problems, and went so far
as to memorize the full names of all of the
students at the high school as they came
and went over three years.
Patriotism courses through McLemore’s
bloodstream. He wants to be president
of the United States one day and has
surrounded himself with inspiration.
In the living room of his apartment,
McLemore has created his own Oval Office,
replete with desk and a black leather
chair emblazoned with a “United States

of America” seal. An American flag hangs
from the ceiling, and McLemore’s framed
snapshots of the White House and Capitol
Building look down from the walls. The
ringtone on his cell phone? The StarSpangled Banner.
From his first day at Wright State,
McLemore realized that college for
someone with a foster background was
going to be a challenge.
While everyone else was moving into
the dorms accompanied by their parents,

McLemore arrived in a sticking-outlike-sore-thumb county van, carrying
one suitcase, in the company of foster
agency officials.
McLemore said foster students sometimes have to battle a misguided belief by
some people that they are troublemakers,
that it is their fault they were placed in
foster care, and that they aren’t smart
enough to go to college. As a result, they try
to blend in with fellow college students.
“They just want to feel normal, and it’s
kind of hard,” he said.
When McLemore’s roommate would
leave on the weekends to visit family and
enjoy home-cooked meals, McLemore
remained in his dorm room surrounded
by all of his earthly possessions. While
his fellow students had been driving for
years, McLemore had to go through driver’s
education and then obtain his license. He
worked a full-time job at a steakhouse to
pay for school.
“I’d come home and instead of doing
homework, I would just pass out on my
dorm room floor and sleep almost until the
next day,” he recalled.
Academics were a struggle. McLemore
was placed on academic probation and was
once temporarily dismissed from school
for academic reasons. But he returned
and persevered.
McLemore recalls the day he took
custody of his niece and nephew. It
came following a telephone call from the
sheriff’s office, telling him there had been
a situation with his sister and that the kids
would be turned over to a child welfare
agency unless he came and picked them up.
“My fear was that they were going to be

placed in foster care,” he said. “It’s a very
scary thought when you take two people that
young and place them in a stranger’s house
indefinitely. After I saw the perils of foster
care, I really didn’t want to repeat
the cycle.”
During a recent evening at McLemore’s
apartment, his niece, A’Rayiah, and
nephew, Tyiaun, were an energy-packed
blur, each vying for their uncle’s undivided
attention. When not peppering him with
questions and comments, they were on the
balcony bouncing balls or slurping blue
ice pops. A swordfight with their uncle
featuring plastic weapons is a regular ritual.
“I’m very strict in structure, but you
have to find time to have fun,” McLemore
said. “They just need someone to be there
to climb on, to talk to, to be in their face
24/7, and to listen to them. My mission
statement in life is to become the protector
of my children and to be a great father.”
McLemore’s days often begin at 6 a.m.
and don’t end until nearly midnight. In
between, there was getting the kids to
daycare, going to classes or work, tutoring
high school students, attending various
board meetings, picking the kids up
from daycare, feeding them, and doing
homework.
He said the biggest challenge was
juggling all of his responsibilities.
Simone G. Polk, assistant vice president
for student services, Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs, said the
new Independent Scholars Network is
an effort to assist the underserved foster
student population and provide them
with tools necessary to support their
academic achievement and social cultural
development.
“We want to do the best possible job in
transforming and changing their lives to
enhance their success and to prepare them
when they graduate for an increasingly
competitive global employment marketplace,” Polk said.
Word has spread beyond Montgomery
County about Wright State’s new program,
and the university will have about a dozen
foster students from four Ohio counties
this fall.
Polk said the background of the foster
students should be a diverse educational
learning opportunity for other Wright
State students.
“Oftentimes we look at ethnicity,
culture, nationality, ability, veterans and
military connected status, but we don’t
often look at the life experience diversity of
our individuals,” Polk said. “And
if we value individuals, we have to
value the life experience they
bring to campus.”
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HISTORY

Author Paul Lockhart at Faneuil Hall in Boston.
Lockhart gave the Fourth of July Oration, a regular
event since 1783 that has featured orators such as
John Adams, John Quincy Adams, Daniel Webster,
and John F. Kennedy.

whites of their eyes
Wright State professor pens historical account of Battle of Bunker Hill
By Jim Hannah

A school library book on the Civil War whetted his appetite at age 6. A painting he saw at age
7 in a Boston museum depicting a Revolutionary War battle clinched it. Paul Lockhart was
hooked on American history.
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historical mythology.”
The 48-year-old Lockhart, a history
professor specializing in European military
history, spent 18 months researching
Bunker Hill, the battle in Boston that
marked the beginning of the American
Revolution against the British. He combed
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
archives and records at the Massachusetts
Historical Society.
What Lockhart found shattered a
commonly held belief that Bunker Hill
pitted a resourceful group of Americans
against an experienced, battle-seasoned
Redcoat army that was simply ignorant of
the rebels’ unconventional fighting tactics.
“Those images in many cases are
seriously flawed, and yet even very careful
historians have clung to them,” he said.
Instead, Lockhart found evidence
that the British were well aware of
the Americans’ wilderness-warfare
techniques, but that both rebel and British
forces were inexperienced and that the
battle amounted to a clumsy engagement
fought by two raw armies.
“We almost forget that Bunker Hill
was an American defeat,” Lockhart said.
“And it’s not even close to being one of the
more important battles of the American
Revolution. The most you can say about
Bunker Hill is that it gives the Americans
a boost in confidence and it convinces
King George III and Britain that this is
something serious.”

photo: Michael dwyer

Today, the Wright State University
professor has just finished writing his
sixth history book—an account of the
Revolutionary War Battle of Bunker
Hill called The Whites of Their Eyes
(HarperCollins Publishers).
“I wanted to do a battle book for a long
time, and Bunker Hill sucked me in when
I was a kid,” said Lockhart, adding that
Bunker Hill is often mentioned in the same
breath with the historic Civil War battle
at Gettysburg and the D-Day invasion of
World War II. “Bunker Hill is mythic. It’s a
major integral part of American

Lockhart’s interest in Bunker Hill
followed a childhood in New York’s Hudson
Valley, which is filled with reminders of the
American Revolution such as homes built
in the 1700s and gravestones dating back
to the 1600s. Lockhart was encouraged by
his parents—who both worked for IBM—to
pursue a career in something about which
he was passionate. (Lockhart’s brother,
Keith, is conductor of the Boston
Pops Orchestra.)
Lockhart obtained his master’s and
doctoral degrees in history at Purdue
University before coming to teach
at Wright State. A string of history
books followed—four on early modern
Scandinavia and then a biography of
Prussian Revolutionary War hero Baron de
Steuben called The Drillmaster of
Valley Forge.
Then came Bunker Hill—and Lockhart
was able to use his experience, knowledge,
and writing skill to bring the battle to life.
“Writing about battles is easy because
they are inherently dramatic,” he said.
“You have to be able to imagine it and then
write what you see.”
Lockhart was helped by his knowledge
of muskets, 18th century tailoring, and
close-order drill.
“I know what it’s like to have sweat
running from a fur-felt hat in your eyes

when you’re trying to march elbow to elbow
while carrying fairly heavy equipment and
having burrs and thistles ripping at your
hands and your knees,” he said.
In the book, Lockhart writes about
how the American army was extremely
well fed, with soldiers receiving generous
rations of bread and fresh meat daily. He
writes about how cannon fire from the
British would only kill a few American
soldiers, but had a crippling psychological
effect because of how it would destroy
bodies. He writes about how the British
were able to burn down the sniper-filled
Charlestown neighborhood by firing redhot cannonballs from harbor gunships into
the tinder-like wooden structures.
And he crafts a fascinating passage
describing a British bayonet charge.
“The Americans watched in awe as the
long red lines—about five hundred yards
away—moved slowly in their direction. …
No matter how they hit the American line,
the Redcoats were going to be marching
straight into enemy fire. To modern eyes,
these tactics appear costly, even suicidal.
But 18th-century tacticians knew a different
truth, a truth that had been proven again
and again on European battlefields: bayonet
charges worked, even in a frontal assault,
even against an entrenched and
determined enemy.”
Lockhart said one reason he wrote the
book was to pay tribute to the common,
unsung American soldiers who fought at
Bunker Hill.
“Although it’s right to remember
George Washington, John Adams, and the
conventional cast of characters, for every
Washington there were hundreds if not
thousands of people who contributed just
as much and sacrificed just as much and
got nothing out of it and didn’t ask for
anything,” he said.
Lockhart took his message and insights
on the road. He embarked on a lectureand-book-signing tour with stops in
Williamsburg, Va., and Boston, including an
appearance at the Bunker Hill monument.
He also gave the Fourth of July Oration at
Faneuil Hall in Boston. The Oration has
been a regular event since 1783 and has
featured orators such as John Adams, John
Quincy Adams, Daniel Webster, and John F.
Kennedy.
Lockhart says the most significant
historical impact of Bunker Hill is that it
condemned the colonies and Britain to a
long war.
“There was no turning back, and those
who had hoped to appeal to the king’s
sympathy would soon find themselves
without a shred of hope,” he wrote in Whites
of Their Eyes. “There could be no olive
branch now that the rebels had taken such a
fearsome toll on the king’s soldiers.”
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HONORS

the honors system
flourishing Wright State program approaches 40th year
By Cory MacPherson and Lara Donnelly

They’re overachievers in the classroom. They’re leaders in extracurricular
activities. They’re creative, curious, ambitious, dedicated. They’re honors
students. As it nears its fourth decade, the University Honors Program has
grown to more than 1,000 students. The current group includes
182 high school valedictorians, 60 salutatorians,
and 44 National Merit Scholarship recipients—
a virtual small college-size group within
a public university-size campus.
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“We’re extremely proud of the
program,” said Wright State University
President David R. Hopkins. “It grows
every single year as we continue to attract
some of the brightest students from around
the world.”
The program seeks to provide serious
students with an enhanced university
experience through innovative teaching,
learning, service, and research.
To qualify, incoming freshmen must
meet two of the following criteria: a high
school GPA higher than 3.25, a ranking in
the top 10 percent of their class, or a score
in the 90th percentile on the SAT or ACT.
As part of the program, students take
at least eight honors courses, three of
which must be honors sections of General
Education courses. Two of the eight classes
must be UH 400 seminars. These special
courses are designed to let upper-level
honors students explore contemporary
topics in depth.
“Going into an honors class, where
everyone is already at a higher level and
from completely different backgrounds and
majors, brings a lot of perspectives to the
table,” said Tiffany Watts, who graduated as
a University Honors Scholar in June.
Honors classes are kept small, typically
limited to 20 to 25 students. Faculty
emphasize discussion instead of lecturing.
The workload is different, explains
Watts. You definitely do a lot more
independent reading and writing than you
would in a normal class.
“You really go a lot further into the
material,” she said.
Another feature of honors classes is that
they are designed to present the material
in an interdisciplinary way, giving students
the broad spectrum of education often
associated with small, liberal arts schools.
“We don’t want students to be
wrapped solely in the cocoon of their
major,” said Susan Carrafiello, Ph.D., the
program’s director.
In addition to taking honors courses,
about two-thirds of students in the
program elect to do an independent
research project. The project could take
many forms, depending on the individual
student’s interests. An English major may
write a novel. A business major may create
a marketing plan for a local company.
A biology major may do traditional
laboratory research.
For Watts, the project gave her a chance
to go even deeper into the journalism field
she’s passionate about.
“My honors project was to improve
the copy editing process at our student
newspaper, The Guardian, where I was
editor-in-chief,” she said. “It allowed me
to look closely at how we work and how we
could make that better.”
The projects give students hands-on

experience that can be used in portfolios
and job interviews.
Honors students enjoy a host of benefits
beyond their classes and projects. They
get first priority during registration and
extensive assistance when applying for
prestigious scholarships and fellowships.
Students in the honors program
have the option of living in the Honors
Community. Among the dorm’s many
amenities, it boasts an honors professor
living in the building. English senior
lecturer Jane Blakelock, the current
faculty-in-residence, teaches honors
courses, sponsors special programs, leads
field trips, and is available for counsel on
academic issues.
Honors learning communities are open
to first-year honors students in the fall
quarter. Consisting of 20 to 25 students
taking the same two to three classes
together, these communities introduce
students to the honors experience and
make the transition to college easier.
The annual Honors Institute is a
multi-track learning experience that
includes classes based on that year’s theme,
a service-learning project, and a keynote
address delivered by a figure of national
prominence. The institute culminates with
a symposium for the entire community.
“It grew out of an attempt to expose
our students to an academic conference
setting,” said Carrafiello. “We pick
contemporary, interdisciplinary themes so
that participants leave thinking about the
topic in multiple ways.”
Throughout the year, the honors
program presents Honors Dialogues,
presentations and discussions on various
topics led by honors faculty. The program
also organizes service-learning projects
and study-abroad trips. This winter,
Carrafiello and Blakelock will lead a group
of honors students on a tour of Italy.
The honors program has a great deal to
offer its students, but it is the students who
really make the program shine.
“Certainly, honors students focus a lot
of effort on their academic success,” said
Carrafiello. Practically all honors
students receive some sort of academic
performance scholarship.
“But more than that, they’re the kind
of students who are looking beyond
the classroom,” she said. “They have
an intellectual curiosity beyond just
themselves, and they tend to think big.”
Most honors students are involved in a
number of extracurricular activities, often
serving as leaders in student organizations
or volunteering in the community.
“Honors students interact with the
entire campus, which brings a whole new
dimension to everything that we do,” said
Hopkins. “We know they are the future
leaders of this world.”

living honorably
The Honors Community is a residence
hall with three wings and 384 beds—
the perfect place for scholastically
inclined students to settle down for
their college career. The community
features extensive quiet hours, helpful
resident assistants, and a member of the
university faculty in residence.
Designed to be a total living-learning
community, the building boasts several
unique features. There are a classroom
and a computer lab on site, lounges, the
Bridge Café, and the C-Store. A fitness
center is available 24 hours a day.
Testimonials from students paint the
Honors Community as a fun place to live.
With a wealth and diversity of students
and activities, the Honors Community is
never boring. In its halls, decorated with
everything from superheroes to Far Side
comics, fun and education
exist side by side.
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INTERNSHIPS

learning the ropes
internships equal real-world thrills, experience
By Lara Donnelly and Cory MacPherson

College internships evoke images of brewing coffee, making copies, and performing other
trivial tasks. For interns from Wright State University, not so much.
Raiders across the country are participating in exciting
internships such as working in Congress, feeding sharks, or helping
private eyes track down suspects.
Besides the fun-and-fascinating element to these internships,
students use them to build career experience, pad their résumés,
and give themselves a leg up in a competitive job market.
“There is an internship for every student no matter their major
or career interest, and they should snap up the opportunity,” says
Kim Jungdahl, assistant director of Career Services at Wright State.
Internships give students a unique way to promote and market
themselves upon graduation, she adds.

Swimming with sharks…literally!

Wright State student John Nonnenmacher has always been
interested in the water and what lives in it. His driving passion is
sharks. He records the Discovery Channel’s Shark Week programs
religiously.
“They’re amazing animals,” he said. “I think they’re awesome.”
Nonnenmacher followed his aquatic interests into an internship
at the Newport Aquarium, where he can be seen in full scuba gear at
the bottom of the shark tank, feeding the aquarium’s two shark rays,
Sweetpea and Scooter.
Where other divers might find this task intimidating,
Nonnenmacher shrugs. “Shark rays aren’t the ones with teeth,” he
said. “They’re more of a bone crusher.”
Nonnenmacher feeds the rest of the sharks, including zebra
sharks, nurse sharks, and sand tigers, from above the tank. He said
he enjoys his work and believes it is preparing him well for a career
in marine biology.

Investigating a future career

Mandy Hooper, a criminal justice major, is another student who
feels that her internship has enabled her to advance her career path.
During her internship with Stealth Investigations, LLC, Hooper
earned her State of Ohio Private Investigator’s License.
That license will allow Hooper to operate as a private
investigator, tackling head-on all the tasks she assisted with as an
intern, such as going through surveillance videos in search
of suspects.
“My favorite thing was being nosy and looking at all the
photographs and the video that [my supervisor] took,” she said.
Occasionally, she was able to accompany her supervisor into the
field on surveillance assignments.
“The best part was actually getting out of the office and watching
people,” she said with relish.
Now that she has finished her internship and her licensure,
Hooper said she’s eager to start work as a P.I.
“I’m actually going to go to Career Services so they can help me
apply to a whole bunch of different investigative jobs,” she said.
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Washington insider

A number of Wright State students find internships each
year through The Washington Center, a nonprofit educational
institution that matches students with internships in Washington,
D.C.; London and Oxford, England; and Sydney, Australia.
Students work with government agencies, nonprofit
organizations, and Fortune 500 companies. During their
internship semester, they also take an academic course and attend
seminars featuring prominent business leaders, government
leaders, and diplomats.
Wright State graduate Shashrina Thomas participated in the
The Washington Center program as a congressional legislative
intern. She worked with former Congressman Louis Stokes, the
first African American on the House Appropriations Committee.
“This experience provided me with the opportunity to work
with students from Ivy League schools such as Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton,” said Thomas. “I developed the guts, sweat, and
excitement necessary to compete with the best and brightest in
the world.”
The program helped Thomas launch a career in the federal
government. She currently serves as deputy chief of staff to U.S.
Representative Sheila Jackson Lee (D-TX).

Making magic

One of the most magical internships available to Wright State
students might be the Disney College Program. It provides students
with months of working and playing in the Disney Parks, and years
of benefits.
Disney has high name recognition and rigorous business
standards, said Debra Wilburn, the Wright State University liaison
for the program since 1998. That has a strong positive impact on
potential employers.
“They know that if a student succeeded at Disney, then that
student can follow through on commitments,” Wilburn said.
Tiffany Fridley participated in the Disney College Program in
2009 as an entertainment cast member. She danced in parades,
walked on stilts, and brought smiles to the faces of thousands
of people.
“I absolutely loved my experience,” she said. “I wouldn’t trade
my job for anything in the world.”
Fridley returns to Walt Disney World each spring to work for
a week, retaining her status as a seasonal worker. “If you can take
advantage of the many things that Wright State has to offer,” Fridley
said, “your life is going to be enhanced.”

far left: Shashrina Thomas met former
president Bill Clinton during her internship
with The Washington Center.
left: Tiffany Fridley (left) and friends during her internship at Walt Disney World.
below: John Nonnenmacher floating with a
shark ray at the Newport Aquarium.

from Dr. Phil
to NASCAR
Here are a few more examples of internships:
Barnes & Noble
Battelle & Battelle
BradyWare
Buckingham Financial Group
Cargill
CareSource
Clark, Schafer, Hackett
Clear Channel Radio
Cox Media Group Ohio
Dayton Ballet Association
Dayton Dragons Professional
Baseball Team
Deloitte & Touche
Department of Defense
Dr. Phil Television Show
Emerson Climate Technologies
Goodrich Corporation
Hewlett Packard
LexisNexis
MacAuley Brown
MeadWestvaco
Morris Home Furnishings
Mound Laser and
Photonics Center
NASA Glenn Research Center
NASCAR
Nationwide Children’s Hospital
NewPage Corporation
NY Fashions
Proctor & Gamble
Reynolds & Reynolds
Speedway
Standard Register
TeraData
WinWholesale
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Yahoo.com
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THEATRE

MASSive undertaking
Wright State collaborates with the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra
By Cory MacPherson

Last spring, audiences got a once-in-a lifetime chance to
see the most complex and controversial work of composer
Leonard Bernstein in a production that boasted nearly 200 of
Dayton’s most talented performers, including more than 100
Wright State students and faculty.

Bernstein’s MASS: A Theatre Piece for
Singers, Players, and Dancers fused the
talents of the Dayton Philharmonic
Orchestra (DPO) and the Wright State
University’s departments of Music and
Theatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures.
“This was really a major event for the
Dayton region,” said DPO Music Director
Neal Gittleman, who pointed out that
patrons from at least 10 states came to the
Benjamin and Marian Schuster Performing
Arts Center for the performances.
The piece uses the structure of a
Catholic Mass to tell the story of a personal
spiritual journey. Though portions of
the show are sung in Latin, English
lyrics by Broadway composer Stephen
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Schwartz (Wicked, Pippin, Godspell) provide much of MASS’s humor and irony. It was first
commissioned by former First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy for the opening of the national
arts center named in honor of her late husband, the John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts in Washington, D.C. The work premiered as part of the Kennedy Center’s
opening festivities on September 8, 1971.
MASS is rarely performed in its entirety due to its massive scope. The Schuster
show featured a chorus of 60 singers, 19 actors in a “street chorus,” 10 dancers and a
19-member children’s choir. Musicians included a 90-piece orchestra, a five-piece rock
band and a three-piece blues band.
“It was a huge challenge logistically to put it all together,” said W. Stuart McDowell,
chair and artistic director of Wright State’s Department of Theatre, Dance, and
Motion Pictures.
Pulling off a production of such epic proportions required a creative team from several
disciplines. DPO’s Gittleman conducted both sold-out performances. Wright State’s
faculty involvement included choral direction by Hank Dahlman of the Department of
Music, as well as stage direction by Greg Hellems, choreography by Gina Gardner-Walther

MASS
is rarely
performed
in its
entirety
due to its
massive
scope.

and scenic designs by Pam Knauert, all of the Department
of Theatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures.
The production also included the Kettering Children’s
Choir under the direction of Natalie DeHorn and noted
tenor John Wesley Wright in the crucial role of
“The Celebrant.”
“Even though MASS was written in the ’70s, there’s
not anything in the show that isn’t relevant today,” said
Hellems. For example, he pointed to a lyric about “oiling
the seas,” recalling how eerie it is in the wake of the 2010
Gulf oil spill.
While MASS gave Wright State students an excellent
chance to perform with a professional arts organization, it
also gave them a rare opportunity to work with their
fellow students.
“The music and theatre departments are both so busy

that we don’t get the chance to work with
each other very often,” said Dahlman. “This
is probably the largest collaborative effort
between the two departments, at least in my
memory, and I’ve been here 20 years.”
“When different facets of the arts come
together, it makes for a truly unforgettable
experience,” said Samantha Helmstetter,
a musical theatre major who performed in
the show’s street chorus. “MASS was
unlike any other performing experience
I’ve ever had, and I’m grateful to
have been part of it.”
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PALEONTOLOGY

shark tale
Wright State shark scientist tapped
for prehistoric task
By Seth Bauguess

It’s a shark tale that’s been told around the world. And a
Wright State scientist and student were right in the middle of it...
14
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Following one of the largest finds ever
made of an Edestus fossil, a jawbone from a
prehistoric shark, the experts in Kentucky
needed an expert of their own. They found
one at Wright State University.
“I work on sharks. Especially really old
sharks,” said Chuck Ciampaglio, Ph.D.,
researcher and associate professor of
geology and paleontology at the Wright
State Lake Campus.
But this shark tale doesn’t begin with
Ciampaglio or even his master modelmaking student Mike Taylor. It begins in
rural Kentucky with 25-year-old Jay Wright,
holder of a sharp pickaxe and a sharper eye.
On the afternoon of February 24, Wright
was 700 feet underground in Webster
County Coal’s Dotiki Mine bolting a roof in
the shaft.
“I noticed some flaky rocks in the
roof, and a small piece of rock fell,” said
Wright. “When I used a pry bar to remove
some more of the rock, I caught sight of
something else. Part of it was already loose.
All I had to do was grab it and pull it out.”
“When I got it out I thought, gosh, what
is this thing?” said Wright.
It was the jawbone of a shark that
lived 300 million years ago, known to
paleontologists as Edestus, a controversial
species in paleontology circles for its
theoretically circular orientation of its
numerous and vicious teeth.
“It’s probably one of the strangest
animals that ever lived,” said Ciampaglio.
Edestus’ teeth appear to have protruded
from its mouth unlike any other animal
known to man. After some fossils were
found that show the teeth rolled up in a
circular pattern, some scientists believe
Edestus’ teeth rolled up into a wheel of
teeth that it might have extended from its
lower mouth to kill or catch prey.
“Having a wheel of teeth that goes
from the inside and whirling and whirling
around…the mechanics are unknown.
The placement of the teeth in the mouth is
unknown. It’s a really weird shark and a real
interesting thing,” said Ciampaglio.

Much is unknown because shark
anatomy is mostly composed of cartilage,
which decays fairly fast. Bone and teeth
do not.
Rarely do shark fossils give scientists
such insight into the anatomy of the species
because the teeth are often separate from
the bone, or the fossils are too small.
Millions of years ago the western
Kentucky terrain resembled a shallow
ocean at times, and at others, a fresh water/
salt water swamp. It’s believed that Edestus
sharks would feed off of large amphibians
and insects and would sometimes get
trapped in the shallows.
Over time, the sharks would be
entombed in layers of shale and coal. That’s
why many Edestus fossils are found in
western Kentucky mines, just none this big.
In this case, the jawbone is 18 inches
long with teeth two inches in height and
width, and unlike fossils from the species
ever found before.
“This thing is big, really big for such
an old shark and it has big serrated teeth.
That’s something you don’t see for a shark
of that age,” said Wright.

Ciampaglio might be best known for his
work with the National Geographic channel
last year. He didn’t have to go nearly as far
from home for that project.
“I did some work on megalodon—a giant
prehistoric shark from about 10–15 million
years ago,” said Ciampaglio. “It was as big
as a Greyhound bus and we know it ate
whales.”
The National Geographic channel
filmed two segments with Ciampaglio in his
lab at the Lake Campus for their Prehistoric
Predators series.
Large predators always draw a lot of
interest but Ciampaglio says this find
should draw even more.
“Scientists have been postulating about
this thing for over 150 years,” he said. “It
was a very big predator for its time. And it
was from around here.”
“We’re finally going to learn a lot more
about this species because of this find,” said
Ciampaglio. “It could be a real
game changer.”

It was three months later that Wright
State got the call. Experts from the
University of Kentucky said Wright wanted
to keep the fossil but would let them make
a cast of it for study. Wright was willing to
let them keep a smaller piece of bone also
found with the primary fossil.
The UK scientists called Ciampaglio,
one of the only paleontologists still doing
research on prehistoric sharks in the
region.
“I think they’re really interesting
and hardly anybody is working on them
anymore in the U.S. There are people
from Europe that come over here to do it,
but I’m really one of the only ones,” said
Ciampaglio.
It just so happened that Taylor, one of
Ciampaglio’s best lab technicians and an
English major with 30 years of modelmaking experience, was available too.
The pair went to Kentucky in June. In
a whirlwind, two-day visit, they made six
casts in all. The models are almost identical
to the genuine article.
“It was really an awesome experience
examining that jawbone up close,”
said Ciampaglio.
But it’s not the first time he’s been
tapped for help on a high profile prehistoric
shark project. Ciampaglio spends about
three months a year in the field working
across the country and brings students
along whenever he can.
Ciampaglio is a prolific publisher on
the subject and often co-authors the papers
with undergraduate researchers.

far left: Considered to be the most significant fossil ever
found of the species, this prehistoric shark jawbone of
Edestus is 18 inches long with teeth two inches in height
and width.
left: Though much of Edestus’ anatomy is unknown
and under wide speculation, Ciampaglio believes this
artist rendering of Edestus is most accurate. Ciampaglio’s
student, Taylor, created the picture.
above: Ciampaglio holds a near-identical cast of the
fossil he and Taylor created for the University of Kentucky.
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GIFTS AT WORK

paying it forward
Gloria and Don Graber help
further education in the arts
By Kim Patton

Don Graber’s road to corporate CEO began
in Braceville, a small town in northeastern
Ohio that wasn’t big enough for a traffic
light. After his high school graduation, Don
headed to Ohio State to begin studying for
his undergraduate degree in engineering.
Meanwhile, most of his male classmates
went straight to work in the local mills.
“They were making $15 to $20 an hour, and I was
hitchhiking to Columbus to go to college,” he reminisced. “But
if I look back, education has been a huge differentiator in my
life. Had I not gotten the education, I would have ended up like
a lot of my classmates.”
Unlike the prosperity of the 1950s and 1960s when Don was
growing up, the steel, rubber, and automotive industries in his
hometown have now been decimated. Most of his graduating
class of 44 students worked for these companies.
The importance of earning a college education had been
instilled in Don from a very early age.
Don’s father was a school superintendent and coach, and
his mother was a teacher. “Education was a big deal in the
family,” he explained. “The dinner table discussion was never
if you’re going to college, it was always when.”
Don went on to earn an M.B.A. at Ohio University, worked
16 years at General Electric, and then spent 12 years at Black
& Decker. In 1996, he moved to Dayton to join the Huffy
Corporation, where he would serve as chairman, president,
and CEO until his retirement in 2004.
After relocating to the Miami Valley, Don and his wife of
46 years, Gloria, were introduced to Wright State University
theatre by their friends Howard and Sally Stevens.
Gloria Graber remembers being wowed by a production
of Carousel. “I will never forget that. I was blown away by the
talent of these students,” she said.
The Grabers began attending more theatre performances
on campus, and Don joined an ad hoc theatre advisory group
at Wright State. He also served on the university’s Board of
Trustees for nine years, including two years as chairman. His
term ended in June 2011.
The Grabers’ involvement with Wright State would
ultimately evolve into helping sponsor the annual ArtsGala
and making a financial commitment to the expansion and
modernization of the Creative Arts Center.
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“I am awed by what these
students can do in the theatre at
Wright State. I’ve seen Broadway
plays, but some of them here
blow me away,” said Gloria.

“If our theatre, dance, and motion
pictures are going to stay one of the
top five programs in the United States,
they’re going to have to have top five
facilities to attract the quality of students
they want to attract,” Don explained.

“If our theatre, dance, and motion
pictures are going to stay one of the top
five programs in the United States, they’re
going to have to have top five facilities to
attract the quality of students they want to
attract,” Don explained.
From the beginning, the Grabers have
been nothing but impressed by the quality
of the performing arts at Wright State.
“It’s something that is leading edge
and something that I would like to see stay
leading edge going forward,” said Don.
“It is kind of amazing. You go to some of
those shows and you almost think you are
on Broadway.”
The Grabers would know. They have
traveled around the world and have lived
outside of New York City and Toronto, two
cities that are highly regarded for their
outstanding theatre and arts.
“I am awed by what these students can
do in the theatre at Wright State. I’ve seen
Broadway plays, but some of them here
blow me away,” said Gloria. “Every year we
see how the students progress and I like to
follow that.”
While they both joke that they have
no artistic abilities of their own, the
Grabers have always been fascinated by
those who do.
“In this world, you need a balance. The
arts are important,” Don advised. “People
want to live in an area that is well balanced.
If you want to bring new businesses to the
Miami Valley, there needs to be the right
kinds of things that people enjoy—and the
arts are one of those.”
The Grabers believe in giving back.

When choosing Wright State as one of
the beneficiaries of their philanthropic
and community activities, two of their
great loves came together: education and
the arts.
“I’m proud to give these students an
opportunity to further their education
in motion pictures, dance, and theatre,
because I never had that opportunity,”
said Gloria.
Don and Gloria were attracted to Wright
State because of its high percentage of
first-generation college students and the
number of students coming from the lower
end of the economic spectrum.
“We need to have universities that
also serve that clientele,” said Don. “It’s
all about the students—to give them the
chance to be whatever they can be.”
And that is exactly what Don and
Gloria Graber are doing—from attending
almost every Wright State musical and
play to championing the next generation
of performing artists with their generous
financial support.
“From the first time that I met Don and
Gloria Graber, these two marvelous people
have proven to be key supporters of the
arts at Wright State,” said Stuart McDowell,
chair of the Department of Theatre, Dance,
and Motion Pictures.
“Don has been, from the get-go, a big
fan of musicals in our department, and
was a founding member of the Board of
Advisers for Theatre, Dance, and
Motion Pictures. They’re a rare
combination of enthusiasm, participation,
and philanthropy!”
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VETERANS

enlisting in education
Office of Veterans
Affairs welcomes
military students
By Cory MacPherson

After retiring from the
United States Marine Corps,
a 20-year career that took
him to 32 countries and into
combat operations Desert
Storm in Iraq and Operation
Enduring Freedom in
Afghanistan, John Bowers
has once again charged forth
into unfamiliar territory.
This time, that territory is a college campus.
“I came to Wright State because everyone here makes veterans feel very comfortable,”
said Bowers, now an accounting major at the university.
“It’s a welcoming, supportive environment,” he said. “I’m often thanked by faculty and
staff for my service, a really nice gesture.”
For three consecutive years, Wright State University has been named a Military
Friendly School by G.I. Jobs Magazine. The magazine recognizes institutions that do the
most to help America’s veterans and their families succeed in higher education.
That national recognition is no accident. It’s the result of a conscious effort to support
our nation’s heroes.
In early 2010, Wright State established a 24-member Veteran and Military-Connected
Student Committee. The committee created a two-year strategic plan to advocate for
military-friendly policies across campus.
The committee builds on many of Wright State’s strengths. Located near a major
military base and the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force, the university is home to two
ROTC regiments and more than 300 military veteran faculty and staff.
“Wright State has had a long and fruitful relationship with Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base,” said Jacqueline McMillan, Ph.D., vice president for Enrollment Management.
“We are proud to work with and serve our diverse student population of enlisted and
veteran military personnel,” she said. “We’ve spent the last several years researching and
planning, building a foundation and implementing a number of large initiatives that have
a positive effect on this group and on the university itself.”
Some of these initiatives include:
• Awarding college credit for military service
• Launching a Military and Veteran Student Center website
• Not penalizing service members who are called up for active duty mid-quarter
• Offering special housing and roommate matching with other military students
• Helping students write resumes that showcase their military experience
• Offering online orientation
• Creating a section of English 101 specifically geared toward veterans
• Designing a first-year seminar focused on helping military students
transition to college.
“We’re fortunate to have an office devoted full-time to the success of military
students,” said Amanda Watkins, assistant director of the Wright State Office of
Veterans Affairs.
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Wright State has
been named a
Military Friendly
School by G.I.
Jobs Magazine.
Veterans can go to the office to get
help applying for any federal benefits
they’re entitled to receive. Just as
importantly, it’s a place where veterans
can meet other veterans.
“As a retired vet, I’m always trying to
reconnect, to meet people who share that
experience,” said Bowers.
The office plans a number of social
events throughout the year including a
welcome-back reception at the start of Fall
Quarter and a Veterans Day celebration.
Enrollment of students receiving
educational benefits from the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs has
doubled to more than 730 since 2008,
bringing more than $4 million in federal
funds to the university. That growth is
projected to continue as more troops
return home.
“Our veterans dedicate their lives to
protecting our country and our freedoms,
allowing us to pursue our dreams,” said
Watkins. “We are honored to serve those
who have served us.”

UNIVERSITY NEWS
To read more news about Wright State, go to www.wright.edu/news

National
Science
Olympiad
coming to
campus in 2013

In December,
Wright State University
announced it had been
selected as the site
for the 2013 National
Science Olympiad
Tournament, which
pits teams of bright
young students from
around the country
in science and engineering competitions. Wright State is also scheduled to host a second
lead-up invitational tournament in January.

President Hopkins elected to
Division I Board

In May, President David R. Hopkins
was elected to a four-year term on the
18-member NCAA Division I Board of
Directors—the most powerful governing
body in D-I—and to the seven-member
presidential advisory group. Hopkins
said his areas of interest include student
athletes who spend only one year in college
before attempting to move on to the pros,
a potential playoff for football, and gender
equity in college sports. He attended his
first NCAA Division I committee meeting
Aug. 9-11 in Indianapolis.

Wright State opens a food
pantry to help students
in need

Last May Daze

May Daze, 1979

With the pending quarter-to-semester conversion coming to Wright State in Fall
2012, the 2011 May Daze festival was the last of its kind. The on-campus celebration will
continue next year in April with a different name.

Wright State became the latest
university to join the student food bank
trend. The food pantry provides students in
need with 48 hours of emergency meals. It
also provides student parents with formula,
wipes, and diapers. Food pantry volunteers
refer students to community programs
that provide longer-term food assistance
and help with other needs. Contact
cathy.sayer@wright.edu for information.

Wright State named to Presidential Honor Roll again for
community service

In May, for the second consecutive year, Wright State University was named to
the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll for its support of
volunteering, service-learning, and civic engagement. Wright State was listed on the
President Obama’s Honor Roll with Distinction for its strong institutional commitment to
service and campus-community partnerships that produce measurable results for
the region.
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UNIVERSITY NEWS
Yi Li appointed dean of College of
Science and Mathematics

In April, Yi Li, Ph.D., was named dean of the
College of Science and Mathematics.
Li came to Wright State from the University of
Iowa, where he served as the mathematics department
chair since 2007. During that time, he was also a
professor in informatics and applied mathematical
and computational sciences.
“We are very excited to welcome Dr. Li to the
Wright State family,” said Wright State Provost Steven
Angle, Ph.D. “His wealth of experience in higher
education will complement the strengths of our
university.”
Under Li’s leadership, the University of Iowa’s
mathematics department made great strides in
enhancing its diversity.
In 2005, the department was honored with
the Presidential Award for Excellence in Science,
Mathematics, and Engineering Mentoring from President George W. Bush for its work
with minority students.
Li has dedicated his mathematical research during the past 20 years to the study of
nonlinear problems and their applications in physics, geometry, biomedical engineering,
medical research, and molecular physiology.
His work has been published in more than 70 peer-reviewed publications.
A native of China, Li earned his bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Xi’an Jiaotong
University. He earned his doctoral degree, also in mathematics, from the University
of Minnesota.

Rosalie O’Dell Mainous named dean
of Wright State University–Miami
Valley College of Nursing and Health

In July, Rosalie O’Dell Mainous, Ph.D., APRN,
NNP-BC, associate dean for graduate programs and
research at the University of Louisville, was named
dean of Wright State University–Miami Valley College
of Nursing and Health.
“I am looking forward to working with Mainous,”
said Provost Angle. “She brings a great depth of
experience and energy to the dean’s position at Wright
State. Having excelled as a nurse, a nurse practitioner,
a researcher, and an administrator, she is well
positioned to lead.
Mainous became an instructor at the University
of Louisville’s School of Nursing in 1987, an associate
professor in 1993, and was named coordinator of the
Neonatal Nurse Practitioner Program in 1998.
Mainous was appointed interim associate dean for graduate academic affairs in 2006.
She later became the associate dean for graduate programs and, in 2009, the associate
dean for graduate programs and research.
She worked at University of Louisville Hospital as an R.N. in the Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit and at Kosair Children’s Hospital as a neonatal nurse practitioner. She has
been in the academic environment for over 25 years and has been funded by the National
Institutes of Health.
Mainous was appointed a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation executive nurse fellow in
2009 and is in the Leadership America Class 2011.
She obtained her associate degree in nursing from Eastern Kentucky University, her
bachelor’s from the University of Louisville, her master’s from Indiana University–Purdue
University at Indianapolis, and her Ph.D. from the University of Kentucky. She did a
neonatal nurse practitioner post-masters option at the University of Louisville.
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Bonnie Mathies named
dean of Wright State’s Lake
Campus

Also in April, Bonnie K. Mathies,
Ph.D., was appointed dean of the Wright
State University–Lake Campus. She has
served as interim dean since August 2010,
following three years as associate dean of
the Lake Campus.
“Dr. Mathies has shown her dedication
to this university and its students for more
than three decades,” said Provost Angle.
“Her excellent reputation as an educator
and administrator make her an excellent
choice for this role.”
Mathies began her career as a teacher
in Oberlin City and Toledo Public Schools,
where she spent 10 years.
In 1974, she came to Wright State as
an instructor in the College of Education
and Human Services (CEHS). She became
chair of educational technology and allied
programs in 1988 and assistant dean for
communication and technology in 1994.
Mathies served as associate dean of the
CEHS from 2000 until her move to Lake
Campus in 2007.
She has received numerous awards and
honors throughout her career, including
the Faculty Excellence Award from the
Southwestern Ohio Council of Higher
Education, the Jan Schneider Award for
Excellence in Educational Technology
from the Southwestern Ohio Instructional
Technology Association, and an Award of
Merit from the Ohio Educational Library
Media Association.
Mathies has also been published in
several academic publications.
Mathies earned her bachelor’s,
master’s, and doctoral degrees from the
University of Toledo. Her teaching areas
include educational technology leadership,
school library media, and educational
computing.

Pioneer, friend
of RSCOB,
awarded
honorary Doctor
of Humane
Letters
You could see the
genuine appreciation
on the students’ faces as
they graciously thanked
Doreen Mogavero at
an informal after-graduation gathering at Rike Hall
in June. Mogavero had just been named an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters at Wright State University’s
73rd Commencement. But her friendship with the Raj
Soin College of Business, and notably the Finance Club,
has been strong for years.
Each year Mogavero takes the time out of her busy
schedule to meet with students from Wright State’s
Finance Club during their annual trip to New York
City and escort them to the floor of the New York
Stock Exchange, giving them a rare inside look at the
operations of the age-old institution.
“It would be impossible for our students to even
see the inside of the NYSE if it weren’t for Doreen’s
willingness to so graciously host us, especially post
9/11,” said Marlena Akhbari, Ph.D., chair of the
Department of Finance and Financial Services.
In 1980, at age 25, Mogavero became a member of
the New York Stock Exchange. At the time she was the
youngest member on the floor.
“When I walked through the doors of 11 Wall Street
for the first time as a member and saw all those men,
all older and certainly more seasoned than I was,” said
Mogavero, “I had to make a choice. Do what I came
there to do. Or leave and relinquish my dream. I chose
to walk in the door, and I have never looked back.”
In 1989, she founded Mogavero, Lee & Co., Inc.,
the first and only floor-based direct access firm to
be wholly owned and operated by women. Mogavero
bought her NYSE seat in 1994 and was the only woman
working on the floor to own her seat when the NYSE
Group went public.
In 2003, Mogavero was the first woman from the
floor to be appointed to the NYSE Board of Executives.
During her tenure on the board, she served as one
of only two floor representatives appointed to the
Regulation Enforcement and Listing Standards (RELS)
Committee.
Mogavero is a frequent market commentator on
CNBC and Fox Business News, as well as Bloomberg
Radio and TV. She was also featured on a Nightline
special on the global financial markets in 2008. Later
that year Mogavero appeared in a CBS special on women
executives in the financial industry, Women at the Top.
Mogavero is also an active participant in many
philanthropic organizations. She serves as the New York
Area Coordinator for the National Italian American
Foundation (NIAF) and is on the Corporate Advisory
Boards of Inwood House, Fordham University Business
School, and the New York Presbyterian Hospital.

Wright State to lead $11.4 million initiative
Wright State University will lead a new initiative with industry to grow
Ohio’s aerospace and defense workforce.
Ohio will invest $11.4 million in the effort over two years with funding
contained in the biennial budget signed by Gov. John Kasich.
The Wright State Research Institute, through its Defense Aerospace
Graduate Studies Institute, will work with its sister institutions of higher
education to build an aerospace curriculum that links education and
training, research, technology commercialization, and new job creation for
the Dayton region and the state of Ohio.
State Sen. Chris Widener, R-Springfield, said the funding will build on
the successes already achieved to create high-quality aerospace and defense
jobs in the region.
“With Wright State’s leadership, this money is aimed at increasing
research that results in the commercialization of aerospace technology
and at boosting graduate education to fill the pipeline with talent to feed
emerging and growing businesses,” Widener said.
“This is a great example of how a university can partner with private
businesses in order to fuel economic development,” said Jim Petro,
chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents. “Wright State University will serve
as the lead for institutions in the University System of Ohio along with the
Air Force Research Laboratory and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
developing programs for an emerging workforce that align with aerospace
and defense-related needs.”
“Through our Wright State Research Institute, Wright State is honored
and pleased that the Ohio Senate and the State of Ohio have asked us to
serve as the lead on this important workforce development initiative
with our regional and state partners to create new jobs,” said Wright State
President David R. Hopkins. “We accept the challenge and will work
aggressively to turn this research funding into new technologies, products,
and jobs.”

The Wright State University Alumni Association
will celebrate its 40th anniversary this
month in true Raider fashion.
Friday, September 9
Alumni Association Dinner/Dance
7 to 11 p.m., Fairborn Holiday Inn

Saturday, September 10

Legacy Scholarship Brunch
10 a.m., Wright State Nutter Center Berry Room
Honoring scholarship donors, recipients, and parents.
Alumni Daze
2 to 6 p.m., Wright State Nutter Center McLin Gym
Bring the family and bring back good vibes from October/May Daze of
yesteryear. Featuring basketball instruction from Raider greats, inflatables
in the kid zone, festival games from when you were in college, chili cook-off,
and much more.
Party in the Rath
7 to 11 p.m., Wright State Student Union Rathskellar
Relax and reminisce with fellow alumni.

For more information, visit www.wrightstatealumni.com
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sweet charity
St. Vincent de Paul a career highlight
for Leigh Sempeles
By Jim Hannah

It pulls at her heart. A
family walks into a homeless
shelter and for the first time
must spend the night with
strangers under a strange
roof, thinking darkly about
the future. Their faces
are rouged with the look
of defeat.

For Leigh Sempeles, a Wright State
graduate and former executive director of
St. Vincent de Paul, this scene happened all
too often.
“The toughest part for me is watching
somebody become homeless,” Sempeles
said. “I mean these people have lost
everything and have suffered so
many losses.”
Sempeles, who turned history and
law degrees into a successful career at
global information broker LexisNexis,
later helped wage a crusade against
homelessness and poverty. And she
recorded victories.
In the four years Sempeles was with
St. Vincent, the Catholic lay organization
grew from 80 to 112 employees—“the
most caring, hard-working, dedicated
people,” she says—and increased its annual
operating budget from about $6 million to
more than $8 million.
St. Vincent de Paul has played an
integral part in the community’s plan to
end chronic homelessness. And perhaps
most touching, Sempeles saw oncehomeless people get back on their feet and
then donate a sizable chunk of their newly
earned income to St. Vincent in an effort to
give back.
“I just enjoy the mission,” says
Sempeles. “It is the most gratifying job I’ve
ever had.”
Named among distinguished alumni
of Wright State’s College of Liberal Arts
for 2011, Sempeles (B.A. History, ’79)
graduated from Fairmont East High School
in Kettering. She commuted to Wright
State, working restaurant jobs at Antonio’s
and the Cambridge Inn Cafeteria to pay her
way through college.
It was at Wright State that Sempeles
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fell in love with history. Actually, she was
already halfway there.
All of Sempeles’ grandparents came to
Ellis Island from Greece, and she grew up
with a love of ancient Greece and Greek
history. And Sempeles’ mother had a
passion for American history. She would
take her children on trips to historic sites
such as Williamsburg, Mount Vernon,
and Monticello.
“To this day, that’s what I like to do
when I travel,” Sempeles says. “When my
husband and I planned a trip to Chicago a
couple of years ago, he says, ‘I’m going to
pick the historical site.’ Guess where he
picked? He took me to Wrigley Field, which
is a historical place. I bought that.”
At Wright State, Sempeles had set her
sights on becoming a history teacher. Then,
history professor Carl Becker suggested she
go to law school, citing her strong writing
skills and analytical thinking.
So after graduating from Wright State
magna cum laude, Sempeles attended law
school at the University of Dayton. Right
after law school, she took a job at Mead
Data Central.
“They were just starting this major
project called LexisNexis,” she recalled. “I
would sit and read cases on second shift
all night and determine if it was a bankruptcy case or a tax case or a federal
securities case.”
After getting her law degree and
working for a few years at Hyatt Legal
Services, Sempeles found herself back at
Mead Data Central, in a marketing position.
Sempeles climbed the corporate ladder,
working in both product development and
market planning and strategy. She watched
Mead Data Central morph into LexisNexis,
which grew into a global giant of online
legal research services.
“Right here in Dayton, Ohio, they
revolutionized the practice of law,”
Sempeles said.
By 2006, Sempeles was a company
vice president. But her heart was beginning
to wander.
“I wanted to do something different in

Right: Leigh Sempeles, a Wright State graduate
and former executive director of St. Vincent de Paul,
is pictured among canned goods in a storage area
at St. Vincent, a Catholic lay organization that
operates several food pantries in Dayton, Ohio.

my life,” she said. “I was looking for a place
where I could give back to my community,
help my community.”
When St. Vincent reached out for
someone from the business management
world, Sempeles was there.
For the next four years, Sempeles
operated out of a small office in The Job
Center, a sprawling one-stop employment
and training complex. On her desk during
an interview were the trappings of a
businesswoman on the go—a bottle of
sparkling water, a cup of yogurt, eyeglasses
propped on a calculator.
“It’s been a really good marriage in
terms of the skill sets I’ve been able to
bring, especially in these tough economic
times,” she said.
Last year, St. Vincent’s homeless
shelters saw a 30 percent increase in
homeless men, women, and children.
Besides two homeless shelters, St.
Vincent operates The Job Center, two
food pantries, a thrift store, and the
Deconstruction Depot, which disassembles
unoccupied, deteriorating homes and
sells old lumber, fireplaces, stained glass,
bathtubs, doorknobs, and other items.
But it’s not the last chapter in
Sempeles’ career. In April, she left St.
Vincent for an opportunity in New York
City, hired as a market planner with
Bloomberg Law.
Sempeles made the move to play a role
in launching a new system that she says
will revolutionize the practice of law by
integrating online legal information with
company and client information, as well
as proprietary news. In addition, it was
a chance for Sempeles and her husband
to live on the East Coast, which is rich in
historical sites.
“My life in the legal information
industry has come full circle,” Sempeles
said, “but I will always treasure the time
and experience in the nonprofit world
that has had such a profound impact
on my life.”
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Gary
McCullough
From the bunker to the boardroom
By Jim Hannah
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It was a never-to-be-forgotten
life lesson for Gary McCullough.
Plummeting to earth after having
just jumped from a plane during
Army training, McCullough’s
parachute failed to open.
The chute came out, but never caught air—a
frightening phenomenon known as a cigarette roll.
Fortunately, the 19-year-old McCullough had a reserve
chute and landed safely. But he was required to make
one more jump to earn his wings.
“The question all day was would I make the fifth
jump that evening. I figured the law of averages said
that I was pretty much done with cigarette rolls, and so
I did the jump,” McCullough said. “It was a close call,
and I think I’ve always had an attitude that nothing’s
guaranteed; nothing’s a given.”
McCullough has also landed safely in the
corporate world.
Today, the Wright State University graduate is
president and CEO of Career Education Corporation
(CEC), a for-profit secondary education company
that takes in roughly $2 billion in annual revenue and
employs about 14,000 workers.
CEC operates fully accredited universities, including
online institutions; 17 culinary schools; 38 allied health
schools that teach surgical technology, nursing, dental
hygiene, etc.; and art and design schools that teach
interior design and related skills.
McCullough’s ascent in the corporate world began
at the Cincinnati-based Procter & Gamble, where he
spent time in marketing and later ran the company’s
laundry detergent business in Venezuela. Next, it was
on to chewing gum at Chicago’s William Wrigley Jr.
Company, where he oversaw 3,300 employees and
was responsible for the business in North and South
America. Then, he ran a division of Abbott Laboratories
called Ross Products, a world nutrition leader with
5,300 employees and more than $2.6 billion in
annual sales.
When McCullough (B.S.B. Management, ’81) arrived
at Career Education Corporation as CEO in 2007, the
company was experiencing earnings disappointments
and other turbulence. McCullough determined that
CEC’s rapid growth had resulted in costs rising faster
than revenues.
“So what I’ve done over the course of the last couple
years is rebuild the leadership and management
structure and work to take unnecessary costs and bad
business habits out of the business and ultimately make
sure the culture is one that puts students first,” he said.
“And with those things, we’ve managed to get ourselves
back on track.”
McCullough said the most surprising thing about
running CEC is the sheer volume of decisions he faces
daily—decisions that affect employees, shareholders,
constituent groups, and others.
“You have to be pretty nimble,” he said. “You have to
be able to compartmentalize things.”
McCullough has learned some painful, but valuable,
lessons in his corporate career.
“I’ve been faced with failure, and fortunately I’ve

been able to bounce back because I’ve looked at myself
in the mirror and tried to be objective as much as I can
about what caused the issue,” he said. “You can shrink
from it, or you can rise above it.”
McCullough grew up in a military family. His father,
a Dayton native, was in the Army. McCullough spent
most of his boyhood in Germany, where his father
was stationed. There were also stints in Virginia and
Kentucky.
McCullough started college, but then dropped out.
He began working as a door-to-door salesman and
eventually returned to the family home in Dayton.
“My mother made me promise I would go back to
college,” he said. “When I told her I would do it, she
said she wanted me to do it that day.”
McCullough ended up enrolling at Wright State.
He took morning classes so he could work jobs in the
afternoons and evenings. He also joined the Reserve
Officers Training Corps (ROTC).
“I think back and it’s clear to me that my experience
at Wright State changed my life,” McCullough. “I got a
solid foundation from a business point of view by going
to the business school. But I also got a solid foundation
of leadership experience by participating in ROTC.”
McCullough went on to become a lieutenant in
the Army, first serving as an infantry officer and then
with the Presidential Honor Guard. He pulled duty at
the White House and Pentagon, and commanded the
ceremonial guards at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
in Arlington National Cemetery.
Then it was on to grad school at Northwestern
University; then the corporate world.
McCullough said he’s faced adversity over the years,
suffered disappointments, been passed over.
“But what I’ve told people is that the race ultimately
is won by the people who are strong and the people who
are well prepared and who are willing to take risks,”
he said.
McCullough applauded Wright State and other
business schools for emphasizing ethics and morality.
“It’s unfortunate that we have to teach those things,
but I think that’s missing in many schools,” he said.
“What I’ve learned over the course of the years is if you
focus on quality, if you focus on the best product, if you
focus on doing the right things, it comes back around in
positive business benefits.”
McCullough said the most valuable leadership
lesson he’s learned over the years is the importance of
supporting your employees and recognizing that they
come to work trying to do their best.
That lesson harkens back to McCullough’s Army days
at Fort Bragg, N.C., when one cold and rainy February
day a commanding general came to review the troops.
The general asked one of McCullough’s drivers what he
thought of the field exercise.
“He said, ‘Sir, it really sucks,’” McCullough recalled.
“He said, ‘I don’t think this is infantry weather. I could
sure use a Snickers bar.”
A few days later, a box with 30 Snickers bars arrived
for the driver. A note from the general said, “Share
these with your buddies.”
“Now, I don’t send out a bunch of Snickers
bars,” McCullough said, “but I think if you’re
attuned to what people need and are looking
for, you can motivate them in ways that
sometimes even they don’t understand.”
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ALUMNOTES
Class of 1970

Randall Solomon (B.A.)
has been appointed by the
Supreme Court of Ohio to
chair the state’s Commission
on the Rules of Practice and
Procedure. He has served on
the commission for five years
and has chaired its Rules of
Evidence subcommittee for the
past three years. Solomon is a
trial lawyer for Baker Hostetler
who concentrates his practice
in complex commercial
litigation and in the defense of
mass toxic tort cases.

Class of 1977

Sharon Haas (M.Ed.) has been
promoted to the position of
outsource accounting specialist
at Clark Schaefer Hackett
accounting firm.

Class of 1981

Jerry Tritle (B.A. ’81,
M.B.A. ’83) is vice president
of Peerless Technologies
Corporation. He has 30
years of government and
industry acquisition and
engineering experience,
working on mission-critical
aeronautical, space and
missile, and information
technology programs. He
teaches public speaking and is
an oral presentation and sales
expert. Tritle received a Master
of Divinity from Greenville
Presbyterian Theological
Seminary and is active in his
church, the Dayton–Wright
Armed Forces Communications
and Electronics Association,
and the Wright State University
Alumni Association.

Class of 1982

Christopher Danis (M.D.) was
named president and CEO of
Health Specialists of Dayton,
Inc. Danis is responsible for
leading the strategic direction
and daily management of the
physicians group. He has more
than 20 years of medical and
management experience with
the Hand and Reconstructive
Surgeons Inc. of Dayton, as its
former managing physician
and president.
Dennis Mullins (B.S.B.) has
been named a senior portfolio
manager for U.S. Bank’s
Institutional Asset Management
Group. Mullins is responsible
for providing customized
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investment solutions for U.S.
Bank Institutional Trust &
Custody clients, making use
of strategic and tactical asset
allocation, income and growth
strategies, including equities,
fixed income, commodities and
real estate, and both traditional
and alternative investments.
Rose (Romanick) Plummer
(B.S.B., ’89 M.B.A.) was
promoted to CFO at Projects
Unlimited,
Inc., in Dayton,
Ohio. Projects
Unlimited, Inc.,
is a contract
manufacturer for
the electronics
industry,
focusing mainly on the
aerospace and defense market.
Plummer holds an active CPA
license in the State of Ohio and
is member of the Ohio Society
of CPAs. She joined Projects
Unlimited as a controller in
June 2006.
Shernaz Reporter (B.A.)
served as HIV program
manager at the Greene County
Combined Health District for
the four-county area until 2011.
Reporter is currently working
on a special grant with three
area universities to target
HIV risks.

Class of 1985

Swadeep Nigam (M.B.A.,
’86 M.S.) was appointed by
Governor Brian Sandoval to
the State of Nevada’s Equal
Rights Commission. Nigam
has worked for the Las Vegas
Water District for 20 years.
Prior to that, he was a financial
manager for a national home
health care company. Nigam
has over 30 years of experience
in accounting, finance,
economics, and investment
management. Along with his
regular volunteer work with
numerous organizations, he
established a scholarship
program at the Nevada
Policy Research Institute for
graduating high school students
in Clark County.
Oluseyi Senu-Oke (M.D.)
was appointed by Delaware
Governor Jack Markel to
serve on the Delaware Health
Information Network Board.
He is also serving a third term
on the Delaware Board of
Medical Practice.

Class of 1986

Cheryl Davis (B.S.) has been
chosen as the new plant
manager for The Timken
Company plant in Pulaski,
Tennessee. The Timken
Company provides innovative
friction management and
power transmission products
and services. Davis has been
employed at Timkin since 1990,
where she has held several
positions in engineering,
quality, metallurgy, and
manufacturing. Prior to the
current appointment, Davis
served as plant manager of
Timken’s Altavista plant
in Virginia.

Class of 1988

Lisa Stabler (M.S.) was
elected president of the
Pueblo, Colorado-based
Transportation Technology
Center, Inc., effective Oct. 7.
Stabler has been vice president
of operations and training
for TTCI since arriving from
the BNSF Railway, where she
was assistant vice president
of quality and reliability
engineering. While at BNSF
Railway, she chaired the
Advanced Technology Safety
Initiative Program, the
industry-wide initiative that
redefined the way that freight
car maintenance is performed.
She was also director of
marketing, planning, and
administration at Delphi Corp.
in Dayton, Ohio.

Class of 1989

Nancy Brown Diggs (M.Hum.)
wrote Hidden in the Heartland:
The New Wave of Immigrants
and the Challenge to America,
published by Michigan State
University Press.

Class of 1991

Scarlett Rains (B.A.) released
Promises of the Heart and
Seduction of a
Bluestocking,
the first two
books in her
“Sisters of the
Heart” historical
romance series.
Both books are
now available in Kindle and
print form. ARTEMIS Books
plans to release the third book
of the series, Betrayals of the
Heart, in fall 2011.

Class of 1994

Yvette Kelly-Fields (B.S.)
was hired as executive
director of Updayton.
Kelly-Fields has leadership
experience in fundraising,
project management, and
event planning.

Class of 1998

Erika A. Smith-Goodwin,
Ph.D., ATC (M.A.) was named
the interim vice president of
academic affairs/dean of the
faculty at Wilmington College.
Goodwin currently serves as the
associate vice president
for academic affairs and is also
a tenured professor of
athletic training for
Wilmington College.

Class of 1999

Angela Yake (B.S.B.) is one
of 65 fellows selected for
the inaugural class of the
Woodrow Wilson Ohio Teaching
Fellowship. Yake received a
$30,000 stipend to complete
a special intensive master’s
program at the University of
Cincinnati. Every fellow makes
a commitment to teach for at
least three years in a high-need
urban or rural school in the
state of Ohio.

Class of 2000

Tyffani Monford Dent (Psy.D.)
wrote Girls Got Issues: A Woman’s
Guide to Self-Discovery and
Healing, a self-awareness book
assisting women in defining
the issues they face, why the
issues exist, and how to move
beyond them.

Class of 2002

Michael Altvater (B.A.) has
joined Stark
& Knoll as an
associate in the
Akron, Ohio, law
firm’s Litigation
and Employment
Group. He is a
graduate of
The University of Akron School
of Law.

Class of 2003

Sarah Hackenbracht (B.A.)
serves as the vice president
of public policy for the
Greater Dayton Area Hospital
Association (GDAHA). In this
capacity, she works closely
with the president and CEO on
a number of local, state, and

federal public policy issues that
impact the region’s hospitals.
Hackenbracht manages the Ethics
Consortium, Human Resources
Directors Committee, and Public
Affairs Committee, as well as
the GDAHA website. She also
coordinates the organization’s
communications to member
hospitals and their employees
through grassroots advocacy and
social media.

Class of 2004

Singer/songwriter Leslie Irene
Benson (B.A.) is part of a new
“piano pop cabaret”
group called Irene
& Reed. The group
recently released its
first album, Closer
to Home. A former
editor for The
Guardian at Wright
State, Benson graduated with a
B.A. in English.

Class of 2005

Aaron M. Schmid (B.M.), a Navy
seaman, completed U.S. Navy
basic training at Recruit Training
Command, Great Lakes, Illinois.
During the eight-week program,
Schmid completed training that
included classroom study and
practical instruction on naval
customs, first aid, firefighting,
water safety and survival, and
shipboard and aircraft safety.
Kevin St. John (B.S.B.) is
executive director of Wright
Nursing and
Rehabilitation
in Fairborn,
Ohio. A Licensed
Nursing Home
Administrator,
he has managed
long-term care
facilities in Celina, Ohio, and
Columbus, Ohio.
Nick Verina (B.F.A.) sang the
national anthem at a Washington
Nationals Major League Baseball
game. Verina was featured in the
recent production
of Stephen
Sondheim’s Follies
at the Washington,
D.C. Kennedy
Center. He
portrayed “Young
Ben” opposite
Bernadette Peters and Elaine Page.
Verina and the entire production
are moving to Broadway with an
opening date scheduled for early
September. He has also performed

in the New York production of
Forbidden Broadway: SVU and the
national tour of Grease.

Class of 2007

Kiran George (Ph.D.) is an
assistant professor of computer
engineering at California State
University, Fullerton.
Brian Lawrence (B.S.B.) has been
promoted to the position manager
accountant at Clark Schaefer
Hackett accounting firm.

Class of 2008

Stephanie Jergens (B.S.B.,
M.Acc. ’09) has been promoted to
the position senior accountant at
Clark Schaefer Hackett accounting
firm.

Class of 2009

Dustin Tobe (B.S.B., M.Acc. ’10)
has been promoted to the position
staff level II accountant at Clark
Schaefer Hackett accounting firm.

Class of 2010

Nick Camilleri (B.S.) competed
for Malta in the Games of the
Small States of Europe and
advanced into the quarterfinals
of the tennis singles competition
before falling to Benjamin Ballaret
of Monaco. In doubles, Camilleri
partnered with Matthew Asciak
to win a bronze medal for Malta,
giving the country its first medal
in men’s tennis in five editions of
the games.
Sam Phu (B.A.) completed U.S.
Navy basic training at Recruit
Training Command, Great Lakes,
Illinois. The eight-week program
included classroom study and
practical instruction on naval
customs, first aid, firefighting,
water safety and survival, and
shipboard and aircraft safety.
An emphasis was also placed on
physical fitness. The capstone
event of boot camp is “Battle
Stations,” an exercise that gives
recruits the skills and confidence
they need to succeed in the fleet.

stay connected

Get the latest news and information
from Wright State’s Alumni
Association with our new bimonthly
e-newsletter. To sign up, email:
alumni@wright.edu
Follow the Wright State Alumni
Association on Twitter, join the
association on LinkedIn, or check
out our Facebook page.

mastering the art
of learning
The word “retire” is simply not in Anna
Gee Blackwell’s vocabulary.
Blackwell graduated from Wright State in 2005 at
age 76 with a master’s degree in piano performance.
While at Wright State, she served as an accompanist
for the Paul Laurence Dunbar Chorale. At 82, she
obtained her second master’s degree, in special
education, online from Grand Canyon University
in Phoenix. She currently works as a substitute
schoolteacher in Springfield, Ohio.
Blackwell worked at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base for 34 years before retiring as a budget analyst
in 1984. She helped raise five children, became
certified as a licensed practical nurse, and also
taught piano lessons to help put her children
through school. Two of her children earned degrees
from Wright State: Barrett, a master’s in guidance
and counseling; and Cynthia, a bachelor’s
in biomedical engineering.
“Wright State has impacted my life through the
years by challenging me to go beyond even my own
expectations, to continually encourage young people
to strive for an education that will prepare them for
tomorrow and to believe that all things are possible
through hard work, dedication and a
belief in oneself,” Blackwell said.
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ATHLETICS
Becki Michael Ordway was dragged
kicking and screaming into
marathon running.
“I was terrified of it. I called it the M-word,” says
Becki, laughing. “One of my goals in life was to never run a
marathon. I thought there was no way I could race that far.”
But the collegiate miler and steeplechaser met an
exercise physiologist after college who told her she was
biomechanically suited to the 26.2-mile race.
Not entirely convinced, Becki ran her first competitive
distance race at the Parkersburg Half-Marathon in West
Virginia in 2007, a race that would change her life.
On the shuttle to the starting line, she met fellow
American distance runner (and future husband) Josh
Ordway, a medical student at the Wright State University
Boonshoft School of Medicine.
“I could tell she was nervous,” Josh said. “I had run this
race before, so I told her about the course, how to attack it—
like don’t try anything for the first three miles—and when to
take fluids,” he said.
The pep talk calmed Becki’s nerves, and Josh’s strategy
worked. Both won the race for the Americans. Two weeks
later, Becki drove from Akron to Dayton for their first date.
By 2008, Josh had proposed—on a running track, of
course—and the couple’s racing careers were taking off.
Josh won the 2008 Columbus Marathon. Both competed
in the 2008 Austin Marathon, where Becki placed second—
her first marathon—with a time of 2:43:42, qualifying her for
the 2008 Olympic Marathon trials. Josh had also qualified
for the 2008 trials, having notched a 2:15:39 PR, or personal
record, in the Chicago Marathon in 2006.
Now married, the Ordways are once again Olympic
hopefuls, headed to the 2012 U.S. Olympic Marathon team
trials in January in Houston, Texas.
The couple lives and trains in the Dayton suburb of
Bellbrook, threading long miles around their neighborhood,
through the Greene County countryside, on local bike paths,
and over the hilly trails of Sugarcreek Metropark.
“We love living and running here in Dayton,” Becki says.
“We’re really blessed here to have the trail systems and
the Five Rivers MetroParks system, and you can get hills
anywhere you want.”
Among the top marathon runners in the country, the
Ordways maintain intense training schedules despite the
demands of their work.
Becki, 28, worked as assistant coach for Wright State
University’s men’s and women’s distance runners and cross
country teams. She coached Wright State runners to personal
bests and several school records during her tenure.
Josh, 31, is in his second year in Boonshoft’s family
medicine residency program at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Dayton and runs more than 100 miles per week. During
medical school, he often ran twice a day, starting as early as
4 a.m.
“Life is pretty much all running, all the time, and work,”
says Becki. “But we’re content that running takes up the
majority of our time.”
It helps to have the support of a spouse who is a runner,
the Ordways say.
Both started running as pre-teens and come from
running families from opposite ends of Ohio (Becki is from

marathoning
match
Wright State couple training for
shot at 2012 Olympics
By Stephanie Gottschlich
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Alliance in the northeast, Josh from Holgate in
the northwest).
Both specialized in the same event in college: the
steeplechase, a 3,000-meter event that involves jumping
barriers and a pit of water (Josh at Princeton, ’03; Becki at
University if Akron, ’06).
Josh moved naturally into the marathon. He had an
affinity for cross-country in high school and is an Ohio
cross-country state champion. With a 5K road PR of 14:34,
Josh was the 2006 Road Runners Club of America (RRCA)
national 5K Champion. He also has multiple RRCA National
Half-Marathon championships.
While doing his pre-med stint at The Ohio State
University and training with the OSU track team, he started
running road races and decided to give the marathon a shot.
He upped his mileage, and won in his first attempt at a
half-marathon.

“We love living and
running here in Dayton,”
Becki says. “We’re
really blessed here to
have the trail systems
and the Five Rivers
MetroParks system,
and you can get hills
anywhere you want.”
“I thought, ‘there may be something to this’,” he said.
Josh ran his first marathon in Columbus in 2005 and
won it.
Becki, however, always considered herself a sprinter.
She ran a 4:54 mile in college, and in 2006 was All-Ohio
steeplechase champion.
“Even though I was putting in the mileage, I still fought
it tooth and nail,” she said. But before the 2008 Olympic
Trials, she was running hundreds of miles per month, and
the marathon made her feel “invincible.” In 2009, she
placed 13th in the USA Women’s Championship Marathon,
with a time of 2:40:16.
Now with their sights set on the “race of races,” the
Ordways are looking forward to racing together at the trials
in January.
And there will be at least three running bibs at the
Olympic trials bearing the name “Ordway,” and possibly a
fourth. Josh’s brother, Jason, is also running the trials, and
their sister, Jen, is hoping to win a qualifier this fall to get
her there.
“It’s a much different league, and you feel like a
celebrity,” Josh says. “You look around and go ‘that
person was on the cover of Runner’s World; that
person has an Olympic medal…’ You just can’t believe
you made it there.”
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ATHLETICS

spring sports
Baseball The Raiders won the regular-season Horizon League title, hosted
and won the post-season tournament, and advanced to the NCAA Regionals in College
Station, Texas, where they were shut out by Texas A&M and Arizona. Finishing the
season 36-19, it was the most wins posted by Wright State since going 36-22 in 2007.
Prior to that, the Raiders had not won more than 36 games since recording 39 wins in
1994. Jake Hibberd, Corey Davis, Michael Schum, Zach Tanner, Tristan Moore, and
Justin Kopale were named to the All-Horizon League First Team, while Dan Marsh was
chosen for the Second Team. Hibberd was named the League’s Player of the Year; Schum
Relief Pitcher of the Year, and Davis Newcomer of the Year. Head coach Rob Cooper was
named Coach of the Year as he posted his 200th career coaching win. Schum, Hibberd,
and Moore were named All-Mideast Region players, while Schum and Hibberd were
selected as Louisville Slugger All-Americans. Hibberd was voted an Academic AllAmerican and Marsh as a regional Academic All-American.
Softball

The Raiders finished the season 26-29. Senior third baseman Louie
Haney was named to the All-Horizon League First Team, while Mollie Berry, China
Frost, Justine Shilt, and Chelsea Archer were named to the Second Team. Archer and
Kacie Rapshus were selected to the All-Newcomer Team. Haney led the league in hits
(64), triples (5), and total bases (92). She finished fifth in batting average (.346) and
seventh in runs scored (32).

Track

The women’s track team placed fourth at the Horizon League
Championships. Junior Cassandra Lloyd won the 100-meter hurdles, breaking the
conference record with a time of 13.38. Lloyd was a member of the winning 4x100 relay
team, earning Outstanding Runner accolades for the tournament. Heather Parrish
finished second in the 100-meter dash and Emily Folino second in the 400 hurdles.
Lloyd was selected as the Horizon League Outdoor Track and Field Female Athlete of
the Year, becoming the first Horizon League female track athlete to earn the honor in
both the indoor and outdoor seasons in consecutive years. She became the only Horizon
League track All-American in 2011, finishing 14th in the 100-meter hurdles at the NCAA
Championships in Des Moines, Iowa. Ranked 21st in the 100-meter hurdles at the end
of the regular season, Lloyd shattered the school record in the event on four occasions,
lowering the mark to 13.38 seconds. She also broke the school record in the 100-meter
dash with a time of 11.87 and was a member of the 4x100 team that broke the record
three times, the final being 46.68.

Golf The golf team placed second in the Horizon League, just seven strokes off first
place. The team’s score of 301 was the best round for any team in the tournament, which
was held at Mission Inn Resort in Howey-in-the-Hills, Fla. Jordan Higgins led the way
for Wright State, shooting a 71 in the final round to finish third with a three-round score
of 225, just one stroke off the lead. Scott Thompson tied for fifth with a 230. Both were
named to the league’s All-Tournament team. The second-place finish was the highest for
the Raiders since also placing second in 2005.
Men’s Tennis The men’s tennis team finished 17-10 and captured third
place in the Horizon League Championships. The Raiders closed out the season in
dramatic fashion, overcoming a 3-0 deficit and winning the final four singles matches
to claim a 4-3 victory over UIC in Indianapolis. Jan Alafriz was named to the First Team
All-Horizon League.
Women’s Tennis

The women’s tennis team finished 14-10, wrapping
up the season with a 4-0 win over Milwaukee to finish fifth at the Horizon League
Championships in Indianapolis. Kenisha Webb, the lone senior on the squad, led the
way for the Raiders in her final collegiate match. She teamed with Masha Peresetsky
to win 8-6 in first doubles and then posted a 6-1, 6-2 decision in third singles. After
placing second in Division I during the 2009–10 campaign in winning percentage
improvement (9-13 after going 3-18 in 2008–09), Wright State continued its climb this
year. This year’s fourth-place Horizon League finish during the regular season was the
highest for Wright State since also finishing fourth during the 2003–04 season. Kayla
Tuscany was named to Second Team All-Horizon League.
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green and bold
Wright State women hoopsters green,
but talented
By Jim Hannah

Young but athletic. Those are the
watchwords as Wright State’s women’s
basketball team prepares for a new season.
Wright State posted one of its best
seasons ever in 2010–11, winning 20
games for the first time as a Division I
member and advancing to its first Division
I postseason tournament. But the Raiders
have lost five seniors from last season’s
team, including LaShawna Thomas, a guard
who set a school record for most points by
a senior.

“We don’t have LaShawna to lean on at
crunch time, so we will need to be a little
more balanced on offense,” coach Mike
Bradbury said. “We will be very young and
inexperienced. With that said, our talent
level and athleticism will be very good.”
The Raiders have reloaded with talented recruits.
They include Katrina Blackmon, a
6-0 forward from Marion, Indiana, who
averaged 20.8 points, 7.2 rebounds, and
4.6 assists per game her senior high school
season; Kim Demmings, a 5-8 guard
from Richmond, Indiana, who averaged

19.9 points and 10.2 rebounds; and Ciara
Leak, a 5-6 guard who played the past two
seasons at State Fair Community College in
Sedalia, Missouri, where she averaged
13.4 points.
“We have added depth, speed, and
athleticism to an already talented class,”
Bradbury said.
In Bradbury’s first season as head
coach last year, the team finished 20-13
and advanced to the quarterfinals of the
Women’s Basketball Invitational before
falling 75-73 to Manhattan. The appearance
in the WBI was the first Division I
postseason action ever for the Raiders.
The 20 wins were the most for Wright State
since moving up to Division I in 1987–88
and the second-most in school history.
Thomas was a First Team All-Horizon
League selection and set the school record
for most points by a senior, with 614. She
finished second on Wright State’s all-time
scoring list, with 1,653 points.
Besides Blackmon, Demmings and
Leak, the Raiders have the following
new players:
—Teonia McCune, a 6-5 center from
Louisville, Kentucky, who averaged 16.1
points, 16.3 rebounds and ranks No. 4 alltime statewide in blocked shots, with 515.
—Mylan Woods, a 5-11 guard/forward
from Strongsville, Ohio, who transferred
to Wright State from Northwestern, where
she appeared in eight games off the bench.
Woods was the Ohio Division II Player
of the Year in 2008–09 and 2009–10,
averaging 15.4 points per game as a senior.
—Tayler Stanton, a 6-0 forward from
Cincinnati Walnut Hills, competed last
season at Kent State and finished second
on the team in blocked shots, with 19.
—Breanna Stucke, a 6-0 guard/forward
from Tipp City who averaged 12.4 points
and 6.8 rebounds.
—Abby Jump, a 5-5 point guard from
Florence, Kentucky, averaged 12.2 points,
hit 72 three-pointers, and shot 81 percent
from the foul line.
—Cierra Triplett, a 6-6 center from
Dayton Carroll, averaged 8.3 points, 6.6
rebounds, and three blocks per game.
—Sarah Hunter, a 5-7 guard from
Mason, Ohio, averaged eight points, 3.3
assists, and 2.3 steals.

Men’s basketball
team to be tested by
formidable foes
Playing perennial powerhouses Ohio
State and Florida isn’t the easiest way for
the Wright State men’s basketball team to
kick off the 2011–12 season.
Plus, the Raiders’ overall schedule is the
most daunting in years, with battles against
Cincinnati, Charlotte, Ohio University, Air
Force, and Butler, which last season went
to the national championship game for the
second straight year.
And with the loss of veterans Vaughn
Duggins, N’Gai Evans, Troy Tabler, and
Cooper Land, there won’t be a Wright State
player with more than one year experience
as a Raider.
But there are reasons for optimism,
starting with the coaching excellence of
Billy Donlon. And a pre-season trip to
Italy gave Wright State some badly needed
experience and a chance to bond.
Wright State opens in the four-game
Global Sports Shootout, facing Ohio State,
Florida, and North Florida on the road, and
Jackson State at home in the Nutter Center.
They open the season at Ohio State
Nov. 11. The Buckeyes finished the 2010–11
season 34-2 and with the nation’s secondbest Rating Percentage Index (RPI), which
is used to rank teams based upon wins,
losses, and strength of schedule. Wright
State will then host Jackson State Nov. 16
before traveling to play Florida on a neutral
court in Tampa Nov. 21 and at North Florida
Nov. 23.
“I’m excited to participate in this event,
as we will have a chance to compete against
two of the best teams in college basketball
in The Ohio State University and the
University of Florida,” Donlon said.
Donlon believes that North Florida and
Jackson State will compete for their league
championships, so the games will be good
preparation for Horizon League play.
“Our team will need to grow up quickly,
and we’ll get the opportunity to do that by
playing some of the best,” Donlon said.
Florida finished 29-8 last year, with
the nation’s eighth-best RPI. North Florida
advanced to the championship game of the
Atlantic Sun Tournament, while Jackson
State of the SWAC ended the season at
17-15.
Returning Wright State players: Johann
Mpondo, a 6-8 forward from Cameroon;
6-9 forward A.J. Pacher; 6-7 forward
Armond Battle; 6-7 forward Cole Darling;
6-5 guard Matt Vest; and 6-3 guard
Vance Hall.
New recruits include 6-4 guard Kendall
Griffin, 6-8 forward Alex Pritchett, 6-9
forward Tavares Sledge, 6-3 guard Julius
Mays, 6-3 guard Jason Cuffee, and John
Balwigaire, a 6-2 guard from Mesa (AZ)
Community College.
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CAMPUS
The gleaming glass face of the majestic
Matthew O. Diggs III Laboratory for Life Science
Research reaches for the sky. The laboratory
was the first in Ohio to win a gold rating in
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) from the U.S. Green Building
Council, placing Wright State at the forefront of
green building design and demonstrating the
university’s commitment to sustainability.
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